We optimize a six degrees of freedom hovering policy using reinforcement metalearning. The policy maps flash LIDAR measurements directly to on/off spacecraft body-frame thrust commands, allowing hovering at a fixed position and attitude in the asteroid body-fixed reference frame. Importantly, the policy does not require position and velocity estimates, and can operate in environments with unknown dynamics, and without an asteroid shape model or navigation aids. Indeed, during optimization the agent is confronted with a new randomly generated asteroid for each episode, insuring that it does not learn an asteroid's shape, texture, or environmental dynamics. This allows the deployed policy to generalize well to novel asteroid characteristics, which we demonstrate in our experiments. Moreover, our experiments show that the optimized policy adapts to actuator failure and sensor noise. Although the policy is optimized using randomly generated synthetic asteroids, it is tested on two shape models from actual asteroids: Bennu and Itokawa. We find that the policy generalizes well to these shape models. The hovering controller has the potential to simplify mission planning by allowing asteroid body-fixed hovering immediately upon the spacecraft's arrival to an asteroid. This in turn simplifies shape model genera-tion and allows resource mapping via remote sensing immediately upon arrival at the target asteroid.
Introduction
Recently there has been increased interest in robotic missions to near Earth asteroids, for both scientific and commercial purposes. The prevalent concept of operations requires complete characterization of the asteroid's shape and dynamics prior to a sample return maneuver. Before a shape model can even be generated, the environmental dynamics must be characterized to a high degree of accuracy in order to allow calculation of stable orbits from which shape model generation takes place [1] . Moreover, these stable orbits are in general only possible over a limited range of latitudes [2] . Asteroid body-fixed hovering at arbitrary locations in proximity to the asteroid has the potential to simplify mission planning, allowing high resolution sensor measurements at arbitrary locations [3] . Hovering in the inertial frame with the asteroid rotating below the spacecraft is possible at arbitrary altitudes (within the limits of terrain hazards) and in general will require less fuel than hovering in the asteroid body-fixed frame. Although hovering in the asteroid body-fixed frame requires more fuel expenditure and cannot be performed at large distances from the asteroid, body frame hovering has the advantage of allowing multiple sensor measurements from a fixed position with respect to the asteroid. Finally, body fixed hovering close to the surface would allow a spacecraft to drill or collect surface samples while compensating for the force induced by the manipulators. Clearly, both types of hovering would be useful for asteroid missions.
Previous work in hovering in close proximity to asteroids includes [4] , where the authors develop a hovering controller that uses altimetry measurements to hover in the asteroid body-fixed frame. Their work uses a single altimeter and thrusting direction, but assumes the sensor is aligned with the gravitational ac-celeration at the hovering point, the altitude is below the resonance radius (the altitude where gravitational and centrifugal forces cancel), and that the centrifugal force components perpendicular to thrust direction are known. Furfaro develops a 3-DOF hovering controller using sliding mode control theory [5] . In other work [6] Gaudet and Furfaro demonstrate both hovering and TAG maneuvers using a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter to infer the spacecraft's position and velocity using altimetry measurements and an asteroid shape model. Lee et. al. demonstrates 6-DOF hovering using a control law developed in the Lie group SE(3) [7] , but their method requires an estimate of the environmental dynamics. Gaudet and Furfaro developed a 3-DOF hovering controller using reinforcement learning [8] that showed improved transient response as compared to an LQR controller. Importantly, previous work does not cover the case where the spacecraft arrives at an asteroid and we want the spacecraft to be able to immediately hover in the body-fixed frame in the case where 1.) there is no knowledge of the environmental dynamics and 2.) there is not an existing shape model that can be used by a navigation system to infer the spacecraft's position and velocity.
Inertial hovering has been successfully executed in both Hayabusa missions.
The most recent, Hayabusa 2 [9] arrived at the asteroid Ryugu in June 2018 and, after a sequence of close proximity operations including asteroid mapping and surface's touchdown and sample collection, departed the celestial body in November 2019. It is expected to deliver the sample to Earth in late 2020.
One of the major modes of operation included the ability of the spacecraft to hover at different altitudes for either surface mapping and/or in preparation for the touchdown sequence. The spacecraft employs a combination of Reaction Wheels (RW) and RCS thrusters to control attitude and position. A wide angle camera called ONC-W [10] is employed for navigation purposes. The camera is coupled with a dedicated image processor. Navigation has two major modes:
the Asteroid Image Tracking (AIT) mode which calculates the image center of the asteroid Ryugu when in the Field of View (FOV). Conversely, in the Target Marker Mode (TMT) mode, the ONC-W tracks a target marker previously deployed on the asteroid surface [11] . A LIDAR system is employed to measure the spacecraft altitude [12] . The latter is generally used at distance larger than 50 meters. For lower altitudes (5-50 meters), a Laser Range Finder (LRF) is employed. In a home position of about 20 km, hovering is executed by a Ground Control Point Navigation (GCP-NAV) which employs the AIT mode [11] . Indeed the ONC-W sends images to the ground every ten minutes. A ground operator manually overlay the asteroids estimated shape and GCPs to the image to estimate the spacecraft position. Subsequently, the spacecraft position is propagated forward to account for the communication time delay. Eventually, the required delta-V is uploaded to the spacecraft for timed execution. Once the spacecraft is hovering below 50 meters, the TMT mode is executed by a combination of ground and on-board operations. In this phase,the position of a pre-deployed surface marker (reflector) is autonomously computed on-board. At this stage, hovering is controlled in a 6-DOF fashion using attitude and navigation information. Hovering generally occurred above the marker. For the final descent, although the team had originally planned to hover at 25 meters altitude, flight data showed that the hovering occurred at an altitude of 8.5 meters [13] .
In this work we focus on the body-fixed hovering problem where neither a shape model nor information about the environmental dynamics are available. Without a shape model, which allows a navigation system to infer the spacecraft's position in the asteroid body-fixed frame, body-fixed hovering is a challenging problem that to our knowledge has not yet been solved. The chief difficulty is that as the asteroid rotates it induces hovering position errors, and the hovering policy must learn how to correct for these errors by observing the changing LIDAR altimetry readings and use its recollection of these changing sensor readings to correct the hovering position error. The problem is further complicated by pulsed thrusters, which will likely cause an overshoot with corrective thrust commands.
The goal is to remain at a constant asteroid body-fixed position and attitude from the commencement of the hovering maneuver. We will assume that the spacecraft is equipped with a flash LIDAR system, gyroscopes that can measure the change in the spacecraft's attitude from the initiation of the hovering maneuver, and rate gyros that measure rotational velocity. We further assume that these sensors can provide measurements every 6s. At the start of the hovering maneuver, the spacecraft is pointed in the general direction of the asteroid, and consequently at least some of the flash LIDAR elements can return valid altimeter readings. A possible concept of operations would be for the spacecraft to slowly approach the asteroid using a navigation system that keeps the asteroid centered in a camera's field of view, and then commence hovering when the mean range of the flash LIDAR elements indicates an acceptable hovering altitude.
What happens next is mission specific, potential low altitude scenarios include the spacecraft hovering close to the surface to release a beacon or rover, or collect samples. Potential high altitude hovering scenarios include shape model generation (where the ability to take multiple readings from the same position should simplify simultaneous location and mapping), remote sensing, as well as tagging the landing site with a targeting laser to facilitate a precision landing by a separate lander, as described in [14] .
Our hovering controller is optimized using reinforcement learning (RL), which learns a policy that maps sensor measurements directly to on/off thrust commands, and that can adapt both to unknown environmental dynamics and novel asteroid shapes and textures. The policy is learned through simulated interaction between an environment and an agent instantiating the policy. Adaptability is achieved through RL-Meta Learning (Meta-RL) [15, 16, 17] , where different asteroid shapes and environmental dynamics are treated as a range of partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP). In each POMDP, the policy's recurrent network hidden state evolves over the course of an episode based off of the history of observations and actions, capturing information about hidden variables that are useful in minimizing the cost function; these include asteroid shape, texture, environmental dynamics, and changes in the spacecraft's internal dynamics. By optimizing the policy over this range of POMDPs, the trained policy will be able to adapt in real time to novel POMDPs encountered during deployment. Specifically, even though the policy's parameters are fixed after optimization, the policy's hidden state will evolve based off the history of observations and actions experienced in the current POMDP, thus adapting to the environment. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of RL metalearning to create adaptive policies for aerospace applications in previous work [14, 18, 19] . In this work our goal is for the agent to hover at a position within 2m of its position at the start of the hovering maneuver, with constant attitude, and fuel expenditure minimized during hovering. Importantly, the optimized policy will be general in that it will allow hovering over any asteroid with arbitrary shape, rotation, and density, provided the size is reasonably close to that of the synthetic asteroids used for optimization, and within the limits of thruster capability. To achieve this, the agent learns the policy in an environment that generates a new random asteroid for each episode.
The optimized policy serves as an integrated guidance, navigation, and control system for the purposes of a hovering maneuver, and interfaces with peripheral spacecraft systems as shown below in Fig. 1 . 
Problem Formulation

Spacecraft Configuration
The spacecraft is modeled as a uniform density cube with height h = 2, width w = 2, and depth d = 2, with inertia matrix given in Eq. (1) . The spacecraft has a wet mass ranging from 450 to 500 kg. The thruster configuration is shown in Table 1 , where x, y, and z are the body frame axes. Roll is about the x-axis, yaw is about the z-axis, and pitch is about the y-axis. Firing both thrusters on a face give translational thrust without rotation, while firing a single thruster on a given face induces a torque. The navigation system provides updates to the guidance system every 6 s, and we integrate the equations of motion using fourth order Runge-Kutta integration with a time step of 2 s. Thrusters have a specific impulse of 210s.
m is the spacecraft's mass, which is updated as shown in Eq. (6c). 
Asteroid and Sensor Models
Since our goal is for the agent to hover above an asteroid with unknown shape, we need to insure that the agent does not learn the asteroid's shape during optimization. To this end, we randomly generate a new asteroid for each episode. Each asteroid starts as an icosahedron based on the unit sphere, after which we recursively (twice) expand each face into four equal triangles, with the new vertices projected onto the unit sphere. In the following, we will refer to this object as an "isosphere". Next, we randomly perturb each vertex For the modeling of environmental dynamics, we model the asteroid as an ellipsoid with uniform density. We assume that the asteroid is in general not rotating about a principal axis, and therefore to calculate the angular velocity vector we must specify the spin rate, the nutation angle (angle between the asteroid's z-axis and the axis of rotation), and moments of inertia [20] . The moments of inertia in turn depend on the asteroid's density and dimensions.
The dimensions are specified by the ellipsoid axes a = b = c, where the axis constraints significantly simplifies the equations of motion. Since for the random asteroid the a and b axes are asymmetric and not in general equal, we average them for purposes of calculating the asteroid's rotational velocity components. We use a gravity model that assumes a uniformly distributed sphere.
Although an ellipsoid model would have been more accurate, it would also be more computationally expensive, and with the asteroid sizes considered in this work, rotational forces dominate the dynamics. The flash LIDAR is modeled as an 8 X 8 array of range sensors. Current commercial flash LIDAR units typically have a 100 X 100 sensor array, but the smaller sensor array allows much faster computation during optimization, and it seems intuitive that if hovering performance is satisfactory with an 8 X 8 array, it would likely be even better with a 100 X 100 array. In the unlikely event that this is not the case, an 8 X 8 array can be derived from a 100 X 100 array by downsampling. We use the Moller-Trumbore ray casting algorithm [21] to compute the intersection of each LIDAR beam with a triangle in the randomly generated asteroid. Our implementation only returns a range if a triangle is intersected on the correct side, and the intersection point is not occluded by another triangle. If a beam fails to intersect a triangle, a max range reading of 2000m is returned.
We also assume the spacecraft is equipped with a gyroscope that can measure the spacecraft's change in attitude (measured from the initiation of hovering), [22] .
We used a similar stabilization scheme for our work with seeker based guidance for asteroid close proximity operations [14] .
Equations of Motion
The force F B and torque L B in the lander's body frame for a given commanded thrust depends on the placement of the thrusters in the lander structure.
We can describe the placement of each thruster through a body-frame direction 
The dynamics model uses the lander's current attitude q to convert the body frame thrust vector to the inertial frame as shown in Equation (3) where [BN](q) is the direction cosine matrix mapping the inertial frame to body frame obtained from the current attitude parameter q.
The rotational velocities ω B/N are then obtained by integrating the Euler rotational equations of motion, as shown in Equation (4), where L B is the body frame torque as given in Equation (2b), L env is the body frame torque from external disturbances, and J is the lander's inertia tensor. Note we have included a term that models a rotation induced by a changing inertia tensor.
The lander's attitude is then updated by integrating the differential kinematic equations shown in Equation (5), where the lander's attitude is parameterized using the quaternion representation and ω i denotes the i th component of the rotational velocity vector ω B .
The translational motion is modeled as shown in 6a through 6c.
Here F N (i) is the inertial frame force as given in Eq. 
Guidance Law Development
RL Overview
In the RL framework, an agent learns through episodic interaction with an environment how to successfully complete a task by learning a policy that maps for when the policy is optimized. Note that there is no guarantee on the optimality of trajectories induced by the policy, although in practice it is possible to get close to optimal performance by tuning the reward function [23] .
Reinforcement meta-learning differs from generic reinforcement learning in that the agent learns to quickly adapt to novel POMDPs by learning over a wide range of POMDPs. These POMDPs can include different environmental dynamics, actuator failure scenarios, mass and inertia tensor variation, and varying amounts of sensor distortion. Learning within the RL meta-learning framework results in an agent that can quickly adapt to novel POMDPs, often with just a few steps of interaction with the environment. There are multiple approaches to implementing meta-RL. In [24] , the authors design the objective function to explicitly make the model parameters transfer well to new tasks, whereas in [15] the authors demonstrate state of the art performance using temporal convolutions with soft attention. And in [16] , the authors use a hierarchy of policies to achieve meta-RL. In this proposal, we use a different approach [17] using a recurrent policy and value function. Note that it is possible to train over a wide range of POMDPs using a non-meta RL algorithm [23, 25] . Although such an approach typically results in a robust policy, the policy cannot adapt in real time to novel environments.
In this work, we implement metal-RL using proximal policy optimization (PPO) [26] with both the policy and value function implementing recurrent layers in their networks. To understand how recurrent layers result in an adaptive agent, consider that given some ground truth agent state x t and action vector u t output by the agent's policy, the next state x t+1 and observation o t+1 depends not only on x t and u t , but also on the ground truth agent mass, inertia tensor, and external forces acting on the agent, as well as the asteroid's shape. Specifically, during optimization, the hidden state of a network's recurrent network evolves differently depending on the observed sequence of observations from the environment and actions output by the policy, with the state evolution capturing unobserved and potentially time-varying information, such as external forces, that are useful in minimizing the cost function. In contrast, a non-recurrent policy, which does not maintain a persistent hidden state vector, can only optimize using a set of current observations, actions, and advantages, and will tend to under-perform a recurrent policy on tasks with randomized dynamics [18] .
After training, although the recurrent policy's network weights are frozen, the hidden state will continue to evolve in response to a sequence of observations and actions, thus making the policy adaptive. In contrast, a policy without a recurrent network layer has behavior that is fixed by the network parameters at test time.
The PPO algorithm used in this work is a policy gradient algorithm which has demonstrated state-of-the-art performance for many RL benchmark problems. PPO approximates the Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) process [27] by accounting for the policy adjustment constraint with a clipped objective function. The objective function used with PPO can be expressed in terms of the probability ratio p k (θ) given by Eq. (8), where π θ is the policy parameterized by parameter vector θ.
The PPO objective function is shown in Equations (9a) through (9c). The general idea is to create two surrogate objectives, the first being the probability ratio p k (θ) multiplied by the advantages A π w (o k , u k ) (see Eq. (10)), and the second a clipped (using clipping parameter ) version of p k (θ) multiplied by A π w (o k , u k ). The objective to be maximized J(θ) is then the expectation under the trajectories induced by the policy of the lesser of these two surrogate objectives.
This clipped objective function has been shown to maintain a bounded KL divergence with respect to the policy distributions between updates, which aids convergence by insuring that the policy does not change drastically between updates. Our implementation of PPO uses an approximation to the advantage function that is the difference between the empirical return and a state value function baseline, as shown in Equation 10 :
Here the value function V π w parameterized by vector w is learned using the cost function given by Eq. (11) , where γ is a discount rate applied to rewards generated by reward function R(o, u). The discounting of rewards improves optimization performance by improving temporal credit assignment.
In practice, policy gradient algorithms update the policy using a batch of trajectories (roll-outs) collected by interaction with the environment. Each trajectory is associated with a single episode, with a sample from a trajectory collected at step k consisting of observation o k , action u k , and reward r k = R(o k , u k ). Finally, gradient ascent is performed on θ and gradient descent on w and update equations are given by
where β w and β θ are the learning rates for the value function, V π w (o k ), and policy, π θ (u k |o k ), respectively.
In our implementation, we dynamically adjust the clipping parameter to target a KL divergence between policy updates of 0.001. The policy and value function are learned concurrently, as the estimated value of a state is policy dependent. The policy uses a multi-categorical policy distribution, where a separate observation conditional categorical distribution is maintained for each element of the action vector. Note that exploration in this case is conditioned on the observation, with the two logits associated with each element of the action vector determining how peaked the softmax distribution becomes for each action. Because the log probabilities are calculated using the logits, the degree of exploration automatically adapts during learning such that the objective function is maximized. Finally, note that a full categorical distribution would be impractical, as the number of labels would be 2 12 , as opposed to 2 × 12 for the multi-categorical distribution.
Guidance Law Optimization
A simplified view of the agent and environment are shown in Figure 3 . The environment instantiates the system dynamics model, asteroid shape model, reward function, spacecraft model, and thruster model. Note that when using a policy gradient method such as PPO it suffices to deploy the policy, and it is not necessary to deploy the value function. We can take advantage of this by giving 
On the other hand, the policy only has access to the difference between the matrix of flash LIDAR readings at the current timestep and the readings at the start of the hovering maneuver R err , the change in LIDAR readings between consecutive measurements dR, along with the estimated rotational velocity ω and change in attitude since the start of the hovering maneuver dq. Using R err as opposed to the actual range matrix R allows the agent to generalize better to different altitude ranges. Note that in an actual implementation, dR would be smoothed with a Kalman filter. The observation given to the policy is then as shown in Eq. (15) .
The action space is in Z k , where k is the number of thrusters. Each element of the agent action u ∈ 0, 1 is used to index Table 1 , where if the action is 1, it is used to compute the body frame force and torque contributed by that thruster.
The value function is implemented using a four layer neural network with tanh activations on each hidden layer. Layer 2 for the value function network is a recurrent layer implemented as a gated recurrent unit [28] . The network architecture is as shown in Table 3 , where n hi is the number of units in layer i and obs dim is the observation dimension The policy has a convolutional [29] front end with an architecture inspired by [30] , where the pooling layer is replaced by a 2-D convolutional layer with stride 2. We have found that this improves performance for RL applications.
We use rectified linear activations units for each convolutional layer. The first convolutional layer has 2 channels (one for the range readings, the other for the difference in range readings), 8 filters, a filter size of 3, and stride of 1. The second convolutional layer has 8 channels and 8 filters, a filter size of 4, and a stride of 2. The final layers are fully connected, as shown in 4. The entire policy network is diagrammed in Fig. 4 . The policy and value functions are periodically updated during optimization after accumulating trajectory rollouts of 30 simulated episodes.
During optimization, the agent is given negative rewards proportional to the cumulative change in position from the start of the hovering maneuver. Finally, we provide a terminal reward bonus when the spacecraft executes a good landing (see below). The reward function is then given by Equation (16),
where the various terms are described in the following:
1. α weights a term penalizing the current deviation from desired hovering position.
2. β weights a term penalizing deviation from desired hovering attitude.
3. γ weights a term penalizing control effort.
4. η is a constant positive term that encourages the agent to keep making progress along the trajectory. 
Initial hyperparameter settings are shown in Table 5 . 
Experiments
Code to reproduce these experiments will be made available on our Github page 1 . The spacecraft initial condition limits for these experiments were selected assuming that the spacecraft would start with its sensor pointed in the general direction of the asteroid with minimal residual translational and rotational velocities. The initial conditions used for our experiments are given in Table 6 .
Note that the initial range is with respect to the asteroid's surface given the line of sight to the asteroid center from the spacecraft's initial position, i.e., a range of 100m implies an altitude of 100m with respect to the asteroid's surface, regardless of the asteroid dimensions. Position θ and φ along with the initial range (plus the asteroid radius where it is collinear with the initial line of sight) specify the spacecraft's position in spherical coordinates in the asteroid centered reference frame. The spacecraft has a small uniformly distributed initial velocity.
The spacecraft's ideal initial attitude is such that the -Z body-frame axis is aligned with the line of sight to target. This ideal initial attitude is perturbed at the start of each episode such that the angle between the -Z body frame axis and line of sight to target varies uniformly as shown in Table 6 . Lower hovering altitudes and larger asteroids both give rise to a scenario where most of the flash LIDAR beams give valid returns, and under these conditions the guidance algorithm can tolerate larger initial attitude errors than that shown in Table 6 .
Similarly, the guidance system can tolerate higher initial altitudes for smaller initial attitude errors and larger asteroids. At the start of each episode, a slight actuator failure is deemed to occur with probability 0.5. This actuator failure results in the thrust for a randomly chosen thruster to be reduced by a factor of 0.9.
Optimization Results
We optimize using 30 episode rollouts and the initial conditions given in Table 6 . To reduce computational requirements, we use an asteroid with only 320 facets for optimization. Each episode attempts to hover for 600s, but early termination is possible in the event of a constraint violation. For each episode, we randomly generate a new asteroid using parameters as given in Table 2 . Fig. 5 plots reward statistics and Fig. 6 plots the terminal position error statistics, with statistics for both plots computed over rollout batch of 30 episodes. We 
Policy Testing: Synthetic Asteroids
We begin by testing the optimized policy on randomly generated synthetic asteroids, using the same initial conditions and asteroid parameters as in optimization. Note that unique scenarios are encountered in testing due to the Table 7 , which are computed from 5000 simulated episodes. Note that the rotational velocity row in Table 7 gives the rotational velocity vector element with the worst performance (highest absolute value). The "Good Hover 1" row gives the percentage of episodes where the terminal position error was less than 2m, terminal speed less than 10cm/s, and all elements of the terminal rotational velocity less than 0.015 rad/s. The "Good Hover 2" row has the same terminal speed and rotational velocity constraints, but only requires the terminal position error to be less than 5m. We achieved our terminal performance goals in all 5000 episodes. As a back of envelope calculation for the fuel required to hover, the mean force acting on the spacecraft (rotational and gravitational) was 0.5N. Plugging in the spacecraft's specific impulse and 300 simulated steps over the 600s hovering duration, we find that 0.08kg of fuel would be required to cancel the environmental forces. Our actual average fuel consumption of 0.41kg is considerably larger. Part of the excess fuel consumption can be attributed to using pulsed thrusters, which do not allow exact cancellation of environmental forces. It is also possible we could have increased fuel efficiency by using a higher (absolute) value for the β coefficient in Table 5 . A sample trajectory is shown in Figure 7 , where the position error subplot plots the deviation from the spacecraft's initial position. Note that when the environmental dynamics are such that maximum thrust is not required, the policy fires only a single thruster on a given side of the spacecraft, resulting in a 1N thrust. This saves fuel at the expense of inducing rotation, which is compensated for by firing the opposing thruster on the opposite side at some future time.
To illustrate the ability of the policy to generalize to novel scenarios, we re-ran testing using the cases tabulated in Table 8 . Except as noted in this table, the initial conditions and asteroid characteristics were identical to that used for optimization. In each case, performance was similar but slightly worse to that shown in Table 7 , with the exception of increased fuel consumption for the extended hovering duration test, and rare failures to achieve the required hovering performance. Abbreviated results are given in Table 9 , where we see that the policy has trouble generalizing to lower altitudes. This may be due to the reduced perceived curvature at lower altitudes, and an obvious remedy that could be explored in future work would be to optimize over positions that cover these lower altitudes. We ran additional experiments with a minimum altitude of 50m that resulted in performance closer to that of Table 7 . The policy generalized fairly well to a more finely grained texture (more facets). 
Policy Testing: rq36 and Itokawa
Since a guidance law for hovering over synthetic asteroids would be of limited value, we also test the optimized policy using a shape model of asteroids rq36
and Itokawa. These shape models are shown below in Fig. 8 , along with flash LIDAR beams (green for hit, red for miss) from a randomly generated spacecraft initial state. Due to the slightly smaller size of asteroid rq36 as compared to that of the smallest randomly generated asteroids, rare complete misses for the flash LIDAR returns occurred when the altitude was above 500m. We define a complete miss as none of the flash LIDAR beams intersecting the asteroid.
Similarly, the minimum dimension of the peanut shaped asteroid Itokawa also resulted in occasional complete misses at altitudes greater than 250m when the spacecraft was located close to collinear with the asteroid's x-axis. Since the curvature of Itokawa is quite different from that of the synthetic asteroids, it should be a particularly challenging test case, and we therefore look at two cases. First, we test using the standard Itokawa shape model, but restrict the altitude to below 250m. Second, we scaled up the dimensions of the Itokawa shape model by a factor of 3, which we refer to in the following as "Itokawa3X".
This scaling resulted in a minimum axis size slightly larger than the smallest 
Variation
At the start of each episode, the spacecraft's center of mass is randomly set to an initial value between -10cm and 10cm on each axis. experienced during optimization, which allowed testing hovering at higher altitudes. Other than the modified initial altitude shown in Table 10 , the initial conditions are identical to that for the random synthetic asteroid testing. A performance summary is given in Table 11 , where we see that, similar to the case of the synthetic asteroids, the policy has trouble generalizing to hovering at low altitudes (below 100m), particularly for the case of Itokawa3X. We ran additional experiments and found that hovering at a minimum altitude of 20m
gives performance close to that observed at 100m. Also note that the performance of Itokawa3X is a bit worse than the other cases, perhaps due to the policy failing to generalize to the smaller curvature along the major axis. 
Conclusion
We formulated a particularly difficult problem that to our knowledge has not been solved: precision hovering in an asteroid's body-fixed frame without a shape model or navigation aids, and without knowledge of the asteroid's environmental dynamics. To solve this problem we created a high fidelity 6-DOF simulator that synthesized asteroid models with shapes taking the form of asymmetric ellipsoids. For purposes of computing angular velocity, the asteroid is modeled as a uniform density ellipsoid that in general is not rotating about a principal axis, resulting in time varying dynamics. We then optimized an adaptive policy that maps flash LIDAR sensor measurements directly to actuator commands. The policy was optimized using reinforcement meta-learning, where the policy and value function networks each contained a recurrent hidden layer, and with the policy network using a convolutional front-end. During optimization, the agent was confronted with a new randomly generated asteroid for each episode, with randomized shape, density, rotational speed, and nutation angle. We then tested the policy, and demonstrated that the optimized policy generalizes well to novel hovering altitudes, hovering duration, actuator failure, actuator noise, sensor noise, and asteroid shapes and textures. Finally, we demonstrated hovering using an rq36 shape model and a scaled up Itokawa shape model. Comparing test performance for novel scenarios to that of scenarios used for optimization, we found similar, but slightly worse performance for the novel scenarios. Future work could improve upon this performance by creating synthetic asteroids with varying textures and more complex morphology, optimizing with random actuator failure and sensor noise, and exploring different convolutional network architectures. In addition, robustness to larger initial attitude errors and higher hovering altitudes would be enhanced by optimizing a separate policy that, prior to initiation of hovering, rotates the stabilized flash LIDAR seeker in a manner that minimizes the number of beams missing the asteroid. We expect that the ability to hover in the body-fixed frame immediately upon arrival at an asteroid will simplify shape model generation and other aspects of mission planning.
